North Conway, NH (NCON3) Monthly Weather Summary

May 2022

Summary

After a near-normal April, May of 2022 was a return to warmer than normal conditions, with several daily records set for maximum and highest minimum temperatures. Two hot streaks, with temperatures reaching the mid 80Fs to low 90Fs from the 12\textsuperscript{th} through the 14\textsuperscript{th} and again on the 21\textsuperscript{st} and 22\textsuperscript{nd}. The first 90F degree day of the year was reached on the 22\textsuperscript{nd} when 92F was recorded as a maximum temperature. The following temperature records were set during the mid-month heat:

- Daily record maximum temperature of 88F on 5/13/22
- Daily record highest minimum temperature of 57F on 5/13/22
- Daily record maximum temperature of 89F on 5/14/22
- Daily record highest minimum temperature of 60F on 5/14/22

Precipitation for the month fell roughly three quarters of an inch shy of normal for the month. Almost half of May’s precipitation fell on the 15\textsuperscript{th}-16\textsuperscript{th} (1.40 inches).

Temperature

Average Maximum Temperature: 71.5F [+3.7F]
Average Minimum Temperature: 46.2F [+3.2F]
Mean Temperature: 58.9F [+3.5F]
Maximum Temperature for the Month: 92F on the 22\textsuperscript{nd}-23\textsuperscript{rd}
Minimum Temperature for the Month: 32F on the 30\textsuperscript{th}-1\textsuperscript{st}

Precipitation

Total: inches: 2.90 inches [-0.78 inches below normal]
Greatest in 24 hours: 1.40 inches [on the 15\textsuperscript{th}-16\textsuperscript{th}]
Snowfall: 0.0 inches [+/- 0.0 normal]

Wind

Average wind speed: 1.7 MPH
Peak Gust and Direction: 26.3 MPH from the N on the 18th

---
Summary provided by: Brian Fitzgerald

COOP Observers: Brian Fitzgerald, Hank Dresch, Greg Fitch, Mark Bunker, Ed Boyle

Pine Street, North Conway, New Hampshire

Period of Observation: 8:00 AM – 8:00 AM